
5 Ways to Help Yourself Write Well…Without Writing 

Tips by Lorrie Tom 

 

1.  Read a lot. 

Enjoy reading great writing of any genre.  Notice what you like and what you don’t like.  Don’t forget 

that artfully crafted picture books are great for every age. Vicki Spandel says, “Reading has taught me 

more by far than most of the college courses I took on writing.”   

2. Notice golden lines. 

Golden lines are phrases or sentences that stand out when you read.  Simply, they get your attention. 

You like them.  All you need to do is ask yourself, “Why do I like this line? What did the writer do to 

make me notice it?”  And if you really want to be radical, say to your writing self, “Hey, I could do that 

same thing in my own writing!” This is called reading like a writer, and Katie Wood Ray says reading like 

a writer is reading “with a sense of possibility” for writing techniques you can borrow from published 

authors. Do this over time and all those writing moves will seep into your soul.  

3. Create a habit of noticing ordinary moments. 

My daughter and I often find our best ordinary moments while driving to school.  Even if you never 

actually write about these observations, the habit of noticing is a big part of the composition process. 

Story ideas appear like magic to those who search for them with an eagle eye.  

4. Tell and listen to stories. 

This can be hard to do at the end of the day when all you want to do is binge watch Suits (I am not 

speaking from experience, of course!), but stories are your legacy. Tell them.  In the introduction to 

Dave Isay’s book about StoryCorps, he says that our stories are so important. “…If we take the time to 

listen, we’ll find wisdom, wonder, and poetry in the lives and stories of the people all around us.” He 

says that “listening is an act of love.”  

5.  Honor silent moments and open spaces in your schedule. 

Silence is a writer’s friend. It lets ideas have space to grow. 

Have fun writing without writing. When you want to put pen to paper, visit lorriet.com for fast and 

easy writing recipes that are sure to please every palette. My mission is spreading writing love like 

butter on bread.    
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